
TFC Steering Committee Notes
(Send to: tf-openci-triage@lists.trustedfirmware.org)

January 17th
Attendees: Glen, Ben C, Joanna, Don, Shebu, Dave

Minute:

● Paul is out on Holiday this week.  No progress update on MISRA

● MbedTLS
○ Spreadsheet The Data has not been getting in due to a scripting issue.  Still

need much more data to make any determination of changing #nodes or size
of ec2 instances..

○ Random issue - We are seeing a problem with the touch command not
creating the file.  .

○ We see that some of the runs are taking longer than others.   ~1 in 3 are
taking time significant more time.   Ben notes that this could be due to the # of
PR jobs running and there by delaying the Nightlies access to resources.

● Licensing
○ Moving Flexnet license to AWS.  The Flexnet server needs to lock down due

to a security issue.   MISRA has been moved over, waiting to migrate over the
rest.  This should happen this week.

○ UBL Licenses?  Working on last weeks FVP Licensing  issues, no progress.

● FVP issue with performance and Licensing - need to migrate them.
○ Using 8 FVP runners and this marginally manages the queue.   Need to add

more runners.
○ Joanne - getting reports form Olivia, jobs are taking a lot of time, failures and

time outs.   Morning runs in 20 min, then 2-3 hrs later in the afternoon, 1 -
2hrs.

○ Glen/Ben to discuss what is needed and get a short proposal for review.

● Joanna: Hafnium mailing list has thrown me and members of my team out of the list.
Message says too many bounces. Olivier on my team can add people back but not
sure what this happened. This happened to TF-A ML a few months back.

○ Previous issue was due to people sending headers that had asian characters.
○ Don to add people back in.
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